INTRODUCTION

This paper analyzes the value of an enhanced partnership between the United States
Reserve Components (United States Army Reserve and Army National Guard) and Latin American civil and military organizations and civilians on projects that promote stability and economic development in Latin America. This study examines projects in which the Reserve
Components have assisted in host-nation military and civilian projects such as building schools, roads, clinics and bridges; digging water wells; and treating the sick and its ability for promoting democracy in the future. It will focus on identifying and discussing the historical background of humanitarian and civic action (H/CA), propose seven points for continued use of the Reserve
Components for H/CA, and conclude with recommendations to future employment.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Throughout history, military organizations have been used for road-building and other non-military construction efforts. Among the military forces of the past that engaged in developmental activities were the Nubians of ancient Egypt, who built monuments; the Eurasians, whose army built water supply aqueducts around Rome; and the military forces of Alexander the Great, who developed specialized medical and engineering systems. 1 In more recent times, nation building activities endeavors played a major role in the empire building activities of Great Britain and the Soviet Union. The British Corps of Engineers pioneered in building the water supply and communication systems in India, Egypt, the Sudan, and Palestine. In the early 1960's the Soviet Union was using its military forces in military civic action exemplified by the statement that "soldiers" of the construction units, of the engineering and railroad forces take direct part in general production: they build houses, bridges, and roads.
The experience of the United States in military civic action dates from the establishment of the Military Academy at West Point. This national institution emphasized engineering subjects in its curriculum. Its graduates, in addition to pursuing military careers, have also been sought as professors in civilian engineering institutions. During nineteenth century expansion, the U.S. government also designated officers to command and staff exploration parties to compile data on the flora and fauna of the western regions. 3 The American West was opened primarily by United States Army Corps of Engineers following nineteenth-century explorations undertaken by Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, Zebulon Pike, Stephen H. Long, and
Stephen W. Kearney.
By 1820, these efforts caused Zachary Taylor to state that "the ox, pick, saw, and trowel have become more the implement of the American soldier than the cannon, musket, or sword."
Indeed, "the Army blazed the first clearly marked trail from the Mississippi to the Pacific."
These national development efforts by the United States military have continued into the twentieth century. Such U.S. Army missions have established a tradition that continued in flood control and the maintenance of some of the country's major river transportation systems. This type of activity in the Western Hemisphere was not unique to the United States. The use of military forces in some aspects of socio-economic development had a lengthy history in Latin America. 6 The earliest of such activities supported construction of the road and irrigation systems of the Incas. The Spanish military helped to build roads to mining areas, and "The 14 These types of units are also the ones most likely to have the skills that are most needed in underdeveloped countries (e.g., minor constructions, disease control, veterinary services, basic medical services, water system engineering). As stated by Lieutenant General Emmett H.
Walker, Jr., former Chief, National Guard Bureau, "Bottom line -the facts are simple. We are there to train, nothing more." Since the RC has global missions in event of mobilization, ODT becomes essential if overall operational readiness is to be improved. If, in the process, the host country receives other benefits, there are also benefits to the Commander-in-Chief s (CINC's)
mission of H/CA.
15
CONCERNS
While the advantages are many, some voices, both within and outside the United States, disagree with the concept of ODT, especially in Latin America. In an important test of the role of the relationship between state and federal control of the National Guard, four governors attempted to stay the deployment of their troops on ODT in Central America. 16 The legal basis for the governor's case was that the "training" was actually a preparation for war. There have also been environmental concerns. For example, a Honduran citizen touring the United States with a disarmament program, was quoted as saying, "We were once rich in woods. Now
Honduras could become a desert as entire forests are razed to make room for joint maneuvers, Within the auspices of the revised law, US Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM) formulated a policy that requires civic action will be conducted as an integral part of all JCS directed or coordinated exercises taking place in the theater. In all cases, civic action is a combined US and HN effort from the initial area site survey to the actual execution of a project.
The developing civic-action doctrine of USSOUTHCOM seeks to make certain that projects associated with exercises are balanced between engineering and medical activity. Although projects fall into the mitigating category of civic action, CA planners seek to integrate projects in existing national development plans. The evolving doctrine calls for close coordination with US AID and the relevant HN ministries from the inception of civic-action planning.
1
JUSTIFICATION
In spite of the opposition, there are many reasons that argue in favor of both continued
ODT and H/CA. First, it is important to recognize that the opposition to ODT and H/CA seems to focus not on the activities themselves, but on U.S. policy toward Latin America in general.
While it is true that ODT in Central and South America has been conducted by National Guard units in increasing numbers since 1983 (over 100,000 members participating), this was merely an Second, the degree of bureaucratic oversight is so great that all parties can be assured that H/CA will continue to take place within the training context. In reviewing the Department of Defense's (DOD's) MCA projects in Honduras, the Government Accounting Office (GAO) stated "we agree with SOUTHCOM that no funding violation results from bona fide training activities that result in a concurrent civic or humanitarian benefit," so long as activities of a "type and amount which fall within the scope of other appropriation categories are paid for from those other sources." Because ODT involves Reserve Component men and women from all over the United States, it is hardly a mechanism within which to conduct covert operations and unauthorized projects. Of all the assistance provided by RC troops, road-building and repair are the most valuable. New roads improve the transportation in rural areas, giving farmers a better means of getting their produce to markets and opening areas for more commerce. Most of the people see this as a benefit, but it also raises some concerns. For instance, as one local citizen in Panama close to the exercise "Costa Abajo "86' put it, "The road is good. We may have trouble.
Everybody will be coming in. The first thing I'll have to do is get iron bars for the windows." e. Expanded press coverage. Americans feel good about helping others, and there is every reason for RC components to tell their fellow citizens about the good that they are doing during ODT. There is also a need to foster good press coverage within the host nation. Harvey quoted one State Department Desk Officer as emphasizing, "It's really, really important. We shouldn't be hiding our candle under a basket. We're always unwilling to commit ourselves to civic action because of the subject's political sensitivity in the U.S. This is disturbing to the Hondurans who very much want civic action." 46 A good public affairs program can enhance the image of the effort both at home and abroad. 
ANALYSIS
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, I see a myriad of reasons for continued funding of overseas deployment training (ODT) for the Reserve Component (RC), with an emphasis on humanitarian and civic assistance (H/CA) and military civic action (MCA). Points that argue for increased use include its developing-nation applicability, the increased adequacy of bureaucratic oversight, the importance of training in unusual environments, the benefits to the host-nation citizens, esprit de corps, the opportunity to serve as military role models, and successfully waging low-intensity conflict (LIC). There is every reason to believe that these efforts will make an increasing contribution to the strengthening of emerging democracies, and, in turn, to our national strategic goals.
In Reserve Component soldiers can effectively be employed as a reliable tool to promote democracy, while adding value to a region that promises to be a true and worthwhile partner in global security.
